Binary descriptors allow faster similarity computation than real-valued ones while requiring much less storage. As a result, many algorithms have recently been proposed to binarize floatingpoint descriptors so that they can be searched for quickly. Unfortunately, even if the similarity between vectors can be computed fast, exhaustive linear search remains impractical for truly large databases and Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search is still required. It is therefore surprising that relatively little attention has been paid to the efficiency of ANN algorithms on binary vectors and this is the focus of this paper.
Introduction
by converting the vectors to floating point values, but at a fraction of the computational cost. We instantiate this idea in two different ways, the first inspired by HKM trees and the second by the Locality-Sensitive Hashing scheme originally proposed for integer vectors [18] . In the first case, we replace the cluster centroids computed at each level of the tree by randomly chosen points and create multiple trees in this manner. In the second, we introduce an improved mechanism for selecting random subsets of coordinates used to index the vectors.
In the remainder of the paper, we first discuss related work. We then show that obvious extensions of ANN methods to binary vectors either perform poorly or loose the advantages that accrue from binarization and we explain why. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our randomized ANN schemes and compare them against the state of the art.
Related Work
We first briefly review the state-of-the-art in creating binary descriptors from images data and then discuss the main existing approaches to performing Approximate Nearest Neighbor search.
From Images to Binary Descriptors
Binary vectors can be computed directly from the images [19] , or sound signals [20] . Alternatively, they can be derived from real-valued vectors using a hashing scheme such as Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [10] , Semantic or Spectral Hashing (SH) [16, 17] , or LDAHash [14] . They all aim at generating compact binary representations that preserve the similarity between the original realvalued vectors. LSH is typically used to generate several randomized keys that index buckets in which linear search is performed. To avoid linear search, which can be costly if the bucket populations are large, Semantic and Spectral Hashing were designed to create binary vectors that can be used as table indices to directly access their nearest neighbors. This works remarkably well on GIST image descriptors [17] but is practical only when the typical Hamming distances between neighbors remain very small, that is, 0 or 1. However, this does not necessarily generalize. As we can see in Fig. 2 .1, applying Spectral Hashing to SIFT descriptors computed on keypoints extracted from the image database of Section 3.1 yields much larger average Hamming distances between nearest neighbors. In practice, LDAHash [14] , which relies on supervised training, produces average distances between nearest neighbors that are smaller but still too large to be used as indices.
In short, even when using sophisticated binary representations, quickly querying large databases still requires ANN effective methods.
Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search
Even though Nearest Neighbor search has been widely discussed in the literature, no known generic algorithm is both exact and more efficient than brute force search. For example, Cover Trees [21] can perform an exact search with sublinear complexity, but only if the data lies in a subspace.
Many efficient approximate algorithms have therefore been proposed for large-scale search. According to a recent comparative study [22] , the best ones for querying large databases are the randomized kd-trees [5] and hierarchical k-means tree algorithm [6, 7] . In Section 3, we will test them on databases of binary vectors and show that their performance suffers severely in Hamming spaces.
The randomized kd-trees [5] are a recent modification of the original kd-trees [23] , which involved building a tree by recursively splitting in half along the dimension in which it exhibits the greatest variance. This performs well in low-dimensional spaces but quickly looses its effectiveness as dimensionality increases, in part because quantization errors can prevent the finding of vectors that are close to the splitting boundaries [24] . To prevent this, sets of randomized kdtrees can be built by recursively splitting along dimensions randomly chosen among the first D dimensions of greatest variance. Combining several trees with different splits mitigates the effects of quantization errors. In the implementation of [5] , a priority queue is maintained across all Figure 2 .1: Comparison of the distributions of distances from the descriptor to its first and second nearest neighbors in the Hamming spaces generated using LDAHash and SH on our 500k database. The average Hamming distance between descriptors is larger than 1 for both LDAHash and SH-generated 128-bit descriptors. However, because the distances are spread more widely for LDAHash vectors, all ANN algorithms tend to perform better on those, which is not all that surprising since SH was designed for a different purpose. randomized trees to order the search by increasing distance to each bin boundary. The trade-off between accuracy and speed is controlled by choosing the number of nodes to be visited. Unfortunately, as we will see in Section 3, this is a very brittle technique when applied to binary vectors because a query vector can easily be moved to the wrong branch if only one of its bit is flipped, for example due to noise.
The balanced box-decomposition (BBD) tree method [4] extends the kd-tree algorithm by constraining the ratio between the longest and shortest side of the data cells resulting from space partitions. Even though this improves results for some datasets, our initial experiments showed that it performs worse on binary vectors than a well designed k-means implementation [22] .
The hierarchical k-means tree [6, 7] represents another successful alternative to brute force search. Instead of building a tree by recursively splitting in half the data that reach each node, it uses the k-means algorithm to split it into k clusters. When a vector is dropped down the tree, it follows the branch that corresponds to the closest centroid and back-tracking can be invoked to explore several leaves. Since finding the closest centroid can itself be slow, randomized kd-trees have been used to do it [25] . Hierarchical k-means rely on means of vectors, which is problematic when dealing with binary vectors as we will also see in Section 3. A very recent extension [26] to the k-means approach involves precomputing a nearest-neighbor graph and exploring it using a hill-climbing technique. In essence, it amounts to replacing the tree by the neighborhood graph. This makes the search more reliable as it cannot get stuck in a wrong branch. However, storing this graph involves large amounts of memory, which negates in part the rationale for using binary vectors, and does not deliver as large gains in speed over earlier techniques than the ones we report here.
Vantage-point trees [9] avoid the need to compute means by recursively picking a single vector among the data that reaches a node and splitting the others into those that are closer and those that are further. However, this performs poorly on binary vectors because the number of vectors sitting at the border between the two groups is much larger than when using floating point ones, as discussed in Section 3. We believe the same phenomenon explains the difficulties we encountered with the BBD algorithm [4] .
In short, state-of-the-art ANN techniques work well on real-valued vectors but not on binary ones. Furthermore, by contrast to the vast number of methods that have been designed for the former, there is very little work in connection to the latter. In [27] , an Additive Binary Tree (ABT) is associated to each binary vector. Each one of its nodes contains the frequency of 1's in a subpart of the vector while the length of the sub-part decreases as the node depth increases. This structure is used to stop the computation of the distance between two vectors early when the match is not promising. This approach, however, is still linear in the size of the database, and the speed gain is not clear compared to the full computation of the Hamming distance on modern hardware. In [20] , the database is represented by a 256-ary tree in which each node corresponds to one byte of the vector. The parts of the tree that contain only one vector are pruned and replaced by a single leaf. Even if breadth-first search were used, this approach is very sensitive to noise as changing a single bit may completely change how the branches are explored. In [28] , a number of random permutations of bits is chosen to represent the vectors. For each permutation, the vectors are sorted in a lexicographic order and when the query comes, the binary search is performed to determine the vectors with the lowest Hamming distance. Although this method provides a sub-linear complexity of the ANN search, the memory required to store all the sorted lists is a multiple of the dataset size. Moreover, it is reported to provide identical performance to the original LSH [18] which is much more memory efficient.
Thick Borders and Performance Loss
In this section, we first demonstrate that state-of-the-art ANN algorithms that operate directly on binary vectors perform significantly worse than their counterparts that operate on floating-point ones. We then show that Voronoi diagrams have very thick boundaries in binary spaces, which is what causes the observed performance drop.
ANN on Binary Vectors
To perform the proposed comparison, we collected many images of Venice from the Flickr 1 database and created a first dataset containing 500k feature points and their associated SIFT descriptors. We then binarized these using the publicly available implementations of LDAHash into 128-bits vectors [14] whose length was shown to provide a good compromise between accuracy of mapping between the original and Hamming space and the length of the codeword. We used exhaustive linear-search to find the closest neighbors of each descriptor, which we then treat as the ground-truth against which we compare the output of the various approximate algorithms.
LDAHash serves as a representative of the class of techniques that produce binary vectors using a hashing scheme [10, 16, 17] whose performance compares well to theirs [14] . Furthermore LDAHash maximizes the information gain per bit, and produces uniformly distributed and uncorrelated strings of bits. This, in turn, poses significant challenge for the nearest-neighbor search algorithms as no value has any predictive information about any other value. Table 3 .1 summarizes our precision results for the first and second positions. The first simply is the the percentage of correct nearest neighbor that are retrieved. The second is computed by retrieving two nearest neighbors and checking whether both, only one, or none are the correct first two nearest neighbors of the query. The average proportion of correct matches divided by 2 is then taken to be the precision at the second position.
The results for the kd-trees and hierarchical k-means algorithms were obtained using the publicly available code of the FLANN library [22] , which automatically optimizes the algorithms parameters. We used our own implementation of the vantage-point trees.
The kd-trees and vantage-point trees can be made to work on binary vectors without any modification since they do not involve averaging. By contrast, the hierarchical k-means involve computing centroids. We therefore tested two different versions of the algorithm, either rounding the coordinates of the centroids so that they remain binary vectors or allowing their coordinates to be floating-point numbers.
To give a baseline, we plot in the first column the results for matching the SIFT floating-point vectors. In the second column, we plot the systematically worse equivalent results using binary vectors. More specifically, the degradation is very noticeable for the kd-trees and the hierarchical k-means, even if we treat binary vectors as floating-point ones. The performance drop is even more noticeable for the vantage-point trees.
As a sanity check, even though Spectral Hashing [17] is not truly designed to produce vectors that can be searched by ANN but rather used as indices to directly access their nearest neighbors, we ran the same series of test on the vectors it produces. The ANN precision rates are globally lower but the observed the same overall behavior.
Interpretation
That kd-trees perform poorly on binary vectors is not all that surprising when one considers that the splits are performed one dimension at a time and that binary vectors can take only two values per dimension. This makes this method very sensitive to flip noise, which is to be expected in binarized vectors. To understand the performance drops for the hierarchical k-means and the vantage-point tree, one must consider that the topology of a space of binary vectors is quite different from that of real valued ones. This is in part because of the discrete nature of the binary spaces where many vectors are equidistant to two random points.
This severely affects the vantage-point trees because many vectors may lie on the splitting sphere: If the dimensionality of the binary space is L and the sphere radius is D, the proportion of uniformly distributed vectors that lie on the sphere boundary is
For example, for L = 16 and D = 8, this represents 20% of the binary space, an enormous fraction. This is problematic because the algorithm depends on the assumption that the splits can separate the data well.
The same thing happens with the hierarchical k-means trees, especially when one binarizes the centroids. As we explain below, the boundaries of the Voronoi diagram defined by such binarized centroids contain a significant proportion of the binary space. This is detrimental to the algorithm because points in those thick boundaries can be arbitrarily assigned to one or the other cluster and, therefore, easily fall down the wrong branch of the tree at run-time.
Let us consider two L-dimensional binary centroids u and v. We would like to evaluate the number of vectors around the boundary defined by u and v, that is, around the hyperplane made of w vectors equidistant from u and v. To this end, let us consider the cardinality of the sets S d defined by: This expression reaches its maximum for d = D/2, that is, for the set of vectors that lie at equal distance from the two vectors u and v. Using Stirling's approximation [29] , it is easy to show that this expression for d = D/2 can be approximated by 2 πD when D increases, and therefore decreases towards 0 but very slowly as shown in Fig. 3.1(b) . For example, when D = 2, 50% of the space lies at equal distance from the 2 centroids! For D = 64, 10% of the space is still exactly equidistant from the centroids. As a result, the borders of the Voronoi diagram defined by u ans v contain a significant proportion of the binary space which leads to severe performance drop of the HKM algorithm.
When D is odd, no vector is equidistant from u and v. However we can derive a similar expression for the number of points for which the distances to u and v differ by 1. The number of such points remains large. The borders of the Voronoi diagram defined by the centroids in the HKM algorithm therefore contain a significant proportion of the binary space.
Randomized Data Partitioning
In this section, we address the above-mentioned shortcoming of state-of-the-art ANN search algorithms in Hamming spaces. We describe two simple yet effective ANN search methods that both work by randomizing data partitioning. We first introduce a tree-based algorithm that relies on a forest of decision trees with randomized centroids, which we will refer to as parc-trees. We then analyze the LSH method originally proposed for integer values mapped to binary strings [18] and show how it can be improved for the needs of similarity search in binary spaces, yielding a technique we will refer to as Uniform LSH.
Parc-Trees
The algorithm relies on a forest of trees. Each one operates on the same principle as a hierarchical k-means (HKM) [6, 7] tree: At each node, the data is split into k clusters according to its Hamming distance to cluster centers. However, unlike in the original HKM algorithm, these centers are randomly selected and their locations not optimized. Instead, we use several trees that are independent from each other because the centers are selected randomly.
Parc-trees are controlled by two parameters, T the number of trees and k the branching factor. Each node contains k vectors we will refer to as centroids by analogy to the standard HKM algorithm. They are randomly chosen among the data vectors that reach a node when dropped into the tree according to the same rules as the HKM algorithm, except those which have previously been used. The recursion stops when the number of data vector is less than k. At run-time, when a query vector is dropped down the tree, it recursively follows the branch associated to the closest centroid until it reaches a leaf. The closest vector among those in the visited nodes becomes a candidate nearest neighbor.
The query operation is repeated over all T trees and the best match is retained. This allows the parc-trees to mitigate the quantization error introduced by the thick Voronoi boundary: We can find the correct nearest neighbor even if it is present in only one visited node among all the trees.
Note that most of the operations involved by this approach are Hamming distances computations. They amount to an xor operation followed by a popcnt instruction present on modern CPUs, and are much faster to evaluate than the Euclidean distance between floating-point vectors. Moreover, the T trees can be simultaneously queried on a multi-core machine without having to write any special-purpose code, which means we incur only a limited penalty for using several trees.
Uniform LSH
We also developed an ANN method directly inspired by the Hashing-based method of [18] , which involves converting integer vectors into binary ones and projecting them on a randomly chosen set of coordinates to generate multiple hashing keys. A query vector is then matched against the vectors in the buckets corresponding to its keys values by linear search. The smaller the number of coordinates used, the greater the size of the buckets becomes, which yields higher precision at the cost of increased computational time. This simple scheme performs very well, as We varied the key lengths and the sizes of the datasets. While the improvement is limited, this demonstrates that the hashing keys can be easily optimized in Hamming spaces thanks to the discrete nature of the binary vectors.
our experiments show. As for parc-trees, most of the required operations are Hamming distance evaluations, which can be performed very efficiently, and searches, which can be parallelized. However, the random selection of coordinates may lead to unnecessary overhead, as some coordinates may be selected more frequently than others, whereas some of them may not be picked at all. This problem can be solved by increasing the number of keys, but to run fast, it is desirable to use as few keys as possible.
To resolve this dilemma, we exploit the discrete nature of binary vector coordinates and the simple relation between the keys and the binary vectors to optimize the keys so that the picked coordinates are distributed more uniformly. This way, the keys generate more various partitioning of the database. More formally, we can define the keys K i as subsets of coordinates:
n]} where L is the dimensionality of the binary vectors, n is the number of bits in a key, and N k the number of times a given coordinate is used in a key: N k = |{c ij = k | i ∈ [1; m] and j ∈ [1; n]}|, where m is the number of keys. Then we optimize the keys with a simple greedy algorithm min
with N = n · m/L, the ideal number of times a coordinate should be picked. We call this modification Uniform LSH. As it can be seen in Fig. 4 .1, this improves performances.
Results
In this section, we compare parc-trees and uniform LSH against kd-trees, hierarchical k-means trees, and LSH. The results were obtained for the 500k Venice dataset of 128-bit binary descriptors from Section 3.1 and two more datasets of sizes 900k and 1.5M created from a greater number of images. We draw the plots by setting the parameters of all algorithms so that the query time is approximately the same. Note that the datasets we use are significantly larger than the ones used to evaluate the very recent FLANN library [22] which was mostly done on the basis of only 100k vectors. Furthermore, datasets of comparable sizes are frequently used for real-life applications, such as large-scale image-based 3D reconstruction or aerial triangulation. All the computation times were evaluated on a computer with 2 Intel Xeon E5620 2.4 GHz CPUs and 48 Gb RAM. Fig. 5 .1 presents the comparison of different ANN search algorithms applied to binary descriptors. LSH outperforms all of the tree-based methods. Out of those, however, parc-trees remain the best. The speed-up of LSH and parc-trees over the other algorithms is especially visible for higher precision levels. For instance, for 500k dataset KD-trees needs approximately 300µs to reach the precision at second position equal to 0.85, whereas it takes parc-trees and Uniform LSH less than 100µs and 50µs, respectively.
To confirm that our approach is practical, we applied it to Aerial Triangulation of sets of large images. Aerial Triangulation refers to the refinement of camera external parameters of image sets based on the image content and is well understood photogrammetry problem. We use the same binary descriptors as before to match points across images. These matches form tracks in successive images, each of which correspond to a 3D location. We used these tracks to jointly optimize the 3D points structure and the camera parameters by bundle block adjustment.
We tested our binary search strategy on two datasets of large aerial images. The first dataset contains 25 very high re'solution (13824×7680) images of Marseilles 1 , two of which are shown in Fig. 5.2 . The second dataset consists of 68 11500×7500 aerial images of the Dutch city of Zwolle.
Each image contains approximately 400k binary keypoints which makes exhaustive feature matching, even on binary vectors, excessively slow. Our approach reduces the matching time by a factor 20 over linear search with a 95% accuracy, which is consistent with the results reported in Section 5. The final aerial triangulations and the combined ortho-images for the Marseilles and Zwolle datasets are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.
To summarize, the obtained results confirm that some popular ANN search methods developed for real-valued vectors fail when applied to binary ones. By contract, LSH and parc-trees perform much better by relying on multiple randomized partitioning of the databases. 
Conclusion
We showed that Voronoi diagrams in Hamming spaces have thick borders, which drastically reduces the precision of state-of-the-art ANN algorithms. We then proposed two techniques that both rely on randomized data partitioning to overcome this problem and yield precisions that are comparable to those can be obtained using floating-point vectors at a fraction of the computational cost.
Future work will focus on improving the selection of hashing keys for Uniform LSH to accommodate the fact that, in some cases, specific bits in the binary vectors might be more significant than others.
